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America's #1 vitamin book--now with extensive new material and special sections. Discover: *How to
increase the effectiveness of your vitamins/supplements and prevent problems by taking them in the right
combinations *New anti-aging vitamin supplements and supplements that may keep your skin layer and body
healthy and young-looking *The artwork of personalizing your dietary program to suit your lifestyle, your
health profile, and actually your job *Organic alternatives to hormone replacement therapy (HRT), Viagra,
Prozac, and Valium *Extended sections on nutraceuticals, homeopathy, and aromatherapy, and how to find
the very best practitioners in these areas *Healing regimens for heart patients, stroke victims, diabetics,
and arthritis sufferers *New warnings about harmful medication interactions and "miracle remedies" Plus!
This classic guideline has been completely updated to place the information you need at your fingertips so
that you can live an extended, healthier and better existence. Expanded sections on organic teas and
tinctures, beauty aids, diets, salt and sugar intake, and new ways to boost your energy level, fertility, and
sex existence.
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A Must have Nutrition reference book As constantly, Earl Mindell is the go-to-guy for diet information.
(The purchase price is right, too. Perfect I needed a small handy book with JUST minerals and vitamins.
Such as the Great Earth Vitamins, which usually the upper income people purchase. I've noticed that first
hand. Just okay Okay for reference but it appears to be incomplete, not absolutely all symptoms/ailments
are covered (dandelion root for edema not mentioned - no time to say more missing remedies)..Dr Oz too
on Television every day a differnt Herb or vitamin we must take but God where do you stop?... Each time it
offers new and helpful info to make smart decisions associated with my health. It really is. This publication
is a winner. This is stuff your doctors simply don't have time to let you know. best vitamin publication
ever!The cautions and cross reference with interactions bring to my attention what prescribers may need
to be involved in my own choices, which is actually most of my team of physicians. Vegetarian or vegan, got
you covered.. this fresh one lists many brand-new minerals and several new findings about almost all the
vitams and minerals that I can think about .from his pharmacy days and their ignorance of the benefits of
vitamin therapy, to his study of how and why vitamins work. This comprehensive book is the place to choose
information about any health issue that may be helped by vitamin, mineral, natural, etc. She certainly loves
it.. Includes precious information for types of people; It lists the supplement or mineral form that's most
usable by the body--as well as its meals sources. Situations of unique nutritional needs could very well be
the best part of this publication. Came quickly and is exactly as described. I regularly go back to look
factors up in it. Never mind all the Television propaganda, this book ought to be yours to help with the everchanging health of all people who are ready to use vitamin supplements and herbs to boost their lives..Having
said that, I've a deep appreciation for the comprehensiveness of the reserve. shift workers, office
workers, bodybuilders, laborers, etc.Why not take iron with calcium? Why should thiamin (B1), riboflavin (B2)
and B6 be taken in equal quantities? Decent TINY script Pretty well create - better have 20/20 vision
because this is some tiny script though. It is not their expertise. Dr.I've eczema and have always been told
it is related to stress. I love exploring vitamins and alternate therapies which will help us in the combat to
maintain our health. What we need to know about Vitamins but didn't know where you can ask..Cravings?
Covered to a degree. Mindell understands his stuff. There exists a symptom checker portion, a glossary and
an index. Came quickly and is exactly as described Great book! No, it's not in my lending library. *grin* While
this is not the Physician's Table Reference, it certainly doesn't need to be and is normally more portable!I
have been a follower of his advice because the early 1980s and have hardly ever been steered wrong." It
seems he's pushing his Mindell Vitamin Program in this reserve. Mindell! I have the initial version of the book.
Strongly recommend Good reference resource. In the event that you suffer from allergies, what will help?
So when a good friend of mine stated some of her medicine and the products she used I purchased her
this edition of the book. therapy. The New Vitamin Bible loaded with Information I had a vintage 25 year
old edition of the the Supplement Bible.. Decided to purchase an brand-new updated version. There are 11
references to eczema and underlying causes, other than stress. Very Nice. Each time it offers brand-new
and helpful information to create smart decisions relating to my health This is actually the third time I've
bought this book during the last 30 years... It includes warnings about medicine interactions that benefit
anyone taking RX medications. Glad you'd it therefore affordable! Too many Pills to take. Vitamin Bible is
sensible There is absolutely no way to be 'finished' with a reference book. Most of the top quality nutrition
health supplement company's based their formulas on Mindell's suggestions. It’s accurate and compiled by a
professional. You can easily understand and use. Perfect Ok book Ok book has the right info. It's so
previous it's yellow. A Health Library Mainstay It's a great way to obtain information about circumstances
and the uses of Minerals and vitamins to ease them. Very useful! I'd not buy other things by this author,
since it is normally I also bought his publication "Healing with Hemp CBD Essential oil" which was a total
waste of money. Glad you had it therefore affordable Have used this book to educate people in what
"their" body needs for nutrition …. very educational for anybody with loads of Information.!! Great Book but

just like the previous issues you have to decide what is best for you otherwise you'll be taking Hundreds of
pills a day time. I should have researched further for a far more comprehensive "vitamin bible.) Thank you
Dr. Great upgrade from the initial version! Great publication!I'm keeping this publication forever--or before
next edition comes out. When you are stung by a bee, how to proceed? Thank you!
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